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1 of 2 review helpful Wonderful By John Garrett Fascinating 0 of 3 review helpful The book does not contain 
interesting ideas By A M I bought this book since it was written by one of The Economist writers but was 
disappointed to discover that the book does not contain interesting ideas Meditiations on the mystery of light Goethe 
claimed to know what light was Galileo and Einstein both confessed they didn t On the essential nature of light and 
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how it operates the scientific jury is still out There is still time therefore to listen to painters and poets on the subject 
They after all spend their lives pursuing light and trying to tie it down Six Facets of Light is a series of meditations on 
this most elusive and a She is a stylist with a wide ranging and subtle mind She s a genius I believe because she lights 
up every subject she touches Why is she underrated She is personally modest and her work doesn t fit into a category 
She is too original for the market 
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